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GREETINGS FRIENDS OF
COWICHE CANYON CONSERVANCY!
The fall season is upon us. It’s a time of transition in nature. Leaves are changing color. Days are getting
shorter, nights longer. The air is cooler and crisp. It’s also a time of transition for CCC. We say goodbye
to long time CCC staff member Betsy Bloomfield, as she realigns (aka retires) and enters a new season
of her life. We welcome Cy Philbrick, Education and Community Outreach Coordinator. Cy brings new
energy and ideas and a passion for engaging the community in CCC’s work on and off the trail.
Amidst the change there are also constants – committed
volunteers, community partners, and supporters like
you that make the ongoing work of CCC possible.
We ended the summer with our 4th annual and very
popular Music and Monarchs Butterfly Release Party.
Many thanks to our friends at Cowiche Creek Brewing
Company that generously hosted this event. Nature
continues to be a source of inspiration for the arts and
we are partnering with the Yakima Symphony Orchestra
to celebrate and draw attention to the important work
of the many pollinators in our midst. This collaboration,
titled “Pollinators: A Hero’s Life”, will include an art exhibit, children’s art-making project, hike, lecture, concert,
and more, all focused around these tiny heroes that play
an important role in our food supply, local economy
and ecosystem. Read on and learn just what it means
to “steward” this incredible shrub-steppe landscape and
also about our work to improve the trail system.
I hope you make time this fall to get out in nature and witness the incredible beauty of this changing
season.
Happy trails.
- Celisa Hopkins, Executive Director
Cowiche Canyon Conservancy | PO Box 877. Yakima, WA. 98907 | (509) 248-5065 | cowichecanyon.org
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INTERVIEW WITH DAVID JAMES
On why butterflies matter
and what citizen science is teaching us

David James, Associate Professor at Washington
State University in Prosser, has long been fascinated by insects, especially pollinators. In 2012, he
began a project to conserve and monitor Monarch
Butterflies in the Pacific Northwest. Aided by hundreds of Citizen Scientists throughout the region,
including residents of a state penitentiary in Walla
Walla, the project is now responsible for the survival and release of thousands of butterflies that begin
one of nature’s most remarkable migrations in our
backyards.
We interviewed David to find out more about his
love for insects, the motives behind his Monarch
project, and the lessons he’s learned so far.
How did you first become interested in butterflies?
It goes back a long way. I first fell in love with
little fliers when I was seven or eight years old.
I was born in England, and I remember finding
woolly bear caterpillars in the backyard on lupine
plants. I was excited to collect and rear them, and
watch them turn into attractive moths – called the
garden tiger moth. It grew from that. I looked in
books and realized that people stuck pins in butterflies to make a collection, but I soon discovered
that I didn’t like that very much. I got far more
pleasure out of rearing them and studying them.

coal mine of ecological change, and especially the
changes that we, as humans, are causing. So it’s
important to monitor butterflies to get an indication of what’s happening to our environment.
And then there’s just the fact that butterflies are
beautiful! Who doesn’t love them? They have an
incredible aesthetic appeal. Look at all the people
who turn up to Music and Monarchs. And look at
butterfly tattoos. They’re right near the top of the
list of the most popular tattoos.

Why should people care about butterflies?

Why did you start your rearing project?

These days it’s easy to answer. There’s so much
concern about pollinators and their decline. Butterflies are pollinators. They may not be as important as bees, but people are realizing that it’s
the complex of pollinators that is so important. It’s
not just the European honey bee or any particular
bee, it’s the complex of bees, butterflies, and other
organisms. Butterflies are also the canaries in the

I wanted to understand more about the Pacific
Northwest monarch. We knew a lot about monarchs in the Eastern U.S. and in California. But we
knew virtually nothing about the migration and
ecology of the monarch in the Pacific Northwest.
One of the reasons for that is that the monarch
has been so uncommon here in the last many
decades. Tagging them was difficult to do here be-
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cause they were so hard to find. I could spend the
summer searching for monarchs and only find a
dozen or a half a dozen. Because our recovery rate
is about one for every one hundred we tag, we
couldn’t get enough even with a team of people.
So I was pondering that for a while until one day I
got a phone call from the penitentiary asking me if
I had any ideas for getting inmates more involved
with and exposed to nature. I had the idea of getting prisoners to rear monarchs. From there the
project spread to citizen scientists in general, like
many of the folks with CCC who have volunteered
to rear monarchs. The project has been growing every year. Now we have about 400 people
throughout the Northwest doing the same thing,
rearing monarchs in their backyard, usually only
about 50 or one hundred, but it grows every year.
How can people track the butterflies that you
and CCC volunteers have released?
The best way is through the Facebook Page [called
“Monarch Butterflies in the Pacific Northwest” if
you want to join]. I post all the sightings there. I
have no other funding for this project. The whole
project is funded and supported by citizen scientists. I started a Facebook page to connect this network and present results. A few years ago it had
only a few hundred followers. Now it has about
five thousand. So the way it’s grown has been
remarkable. It’s not something I really planned, but
it’s grown by itself.
How do you collect your caterpillars?
Well I get all the rearing stock from Washington.
We want to make sure we’re using butterflies
from our area. I find female monarchs, get them
to lay eggs, and then I distribute the eggs to all
the volunteers who are rearing them. By doing
that we’re giving nature a helping hand, I guess. If
those female butterflies laid their eggs in the wild
they would have only about a two percent survival rate – or two out of every hundred will survive.
But when we rear them they have about an eighty
percent or even higher survival rate. So the project
has a twofold purpose: We’re getting information on migration patterns, but we’re also helping
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conservation by producing a higher number than
nature would on its own.
Is your project part of a National Project or is it
its own thing?
Well it’s its own thing, really. We have some links
to California and Arizona, which have their own
tagging projects. But we’re all studying the populations of Western monarchs. One thing we’re finding out is that Western and Eastern monarchs are
not two separate populations genetically. We’re
working to see how linked they are, but we know
that some do cross the Rockies.
One of the Cowiche Canyon tags just turned up in,
of all places, a small town called Glenns Ferry in
Southern Idaho. That was a major surprise. All of
our recoveries, except one previously, have turned
up in California, or on route to California. So all the
evidence before has suggested that they’re going
there. But we partly started the program to see if
that was true because there was some evidence
to the contrary. A few lepidopterists had indicated that if they saw a migrating monarch it would
often be going Southeast, instead of Southwest.
Back in 2012, one of the first monarchs tagged at
the penitentiary showed up in Utah. And that was
a data point that wasn’t supported by any others
until last week, when a Cowiche Canyon monarch
turned up 600 miles Southeast. So now we know
of two. And if we continue that southeast route
we suspect that those monarchs would make their
way through Utah and Arizona and probably all
the way to Mexico. So that’s extremely important
data.
Is that a sign of new information, as in a new
migration route, or just one unlucky mess up
on the butterfly’s part?
Well that’s yet to be determined. We know that
most of our monarchs do go to California. But I
suspect that some don’t. And it’s probably more
than just those two recoveries suggest, because
the chances of getting recoveries going in that
direction are a lot less because of the landscape
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and lack of human population. Only about one
thousand people live in Glenns Ferry. It’s in the
middle of the desert. The woman who found it was
flabbergasted. She had no idea that butterflies
could have tags on, and she called her neighbors
around to see it. The odds of it being there and
someone actually seeing it are much less than
butterflies getting spotted in higher population
areas of Oregon and California. Maybe twenty or
thirty percent take this other route. We don’t know
yet. But I think it’s an important data point ... I
ultimately think that we’ll find some of our Northwest monarchs in Mexico. But of course there are
millions overwintering there, so finding one of our
tags amidst all of the other Eastern U.S. tags and
all those millions of butterflies that occur there will
be an even greater challenge.
Besides rearing them, how else can people help
support butterflies?
It’s all about habitat. For the monarch, we need
more milkweed. That’s the host plant the butterflies need. And beyond that, it’s nectar plants.
All butterflies need nectar plants. And there are
certain plants that are more useful for butterflies
than others.
An organization that has a lot of good information
is the Xerces Society. Their website is useful and
they’ve produced a few really good books. I’ve got
one in front of me right now called Attracting Native
Pollinators. And there others that are more specific
to butterflies. They’re great for advocating conservation of pollinators and for providing information
on pollinators.
For those interested in tracking the current kaleidoscope (we didn’t make that word up) of monarchs, we
encourage you to join the Facebook Group, “Monarch
Butterflies in the Pacific Northwest.” And for those interested in getting involved with James’ rearing project
next summer, please contact us at info@cowichecanyon.org. We can help get you started with caterpillars, milkweed, and a butterfly cage.
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MUSIC AND
MONARCHS

An event that gets more successful
and colorful each year
Music and Monarchs had everything we could
want in an event: great music, great beer, smiling
families, dancing children, and butterflies.
This year, on a clear late summer day, over 500
people gathered on the lawn of Cowiche Creek
Brewery to celebrate one of nature’s miracle migrations. To the soundtrack of guitar, drums, and
didgeridoo, eager children helped entomologist
David James release dozens of butterflies.
These monarchs represented only a fraction of
the hundreds that have been raised and tagged
by local citizen scientists over the summer. In
addition to preserving monarchs, this project also
serves to track to the migration patterns of the
butterfly while building public awareness about
the plight of a miraculous species in decline.

COMMUNITY NEWS

FAREWELL NOTE
As this year advances into fall, I’ve set my sights
on the path ahead. After nine years with CCC, and
with a wonderful new leadership team seamlessly
in place, I decided to fully retire from our beloved
land trust. I plan to start working as an emergency
substitute teacher this fall at the elementary grade
school level, and will continue working with CCC as
a volunteer in our education program. I’ve never
felt so connected and grounded to a community as
I have been here through my work with CCC, and
for that I’ll be forever grateful. I want to thank all of
you who have been such steadfast supporters of our
land trust – you understand how critical it is to protect and treasure our beautiful places. So it’s back to
Kindergarten for me, and the arc of time will continue to bring us all new adventures, new friends, and
renewed passion for conserving the heritage of our
beautiful land. See you on the trails!
- Betsy Bloomfield, Conservation Director
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Becky Lang-Boyd, Stewardship Chair and former
Board Member, says: “From my perspective Betsy
has been an unsung hero for the CCC. Under her
leadership we developed a new sense of purpose
and energy as her passion for our shrub-steppe
‘backyard’ became contagious to those around
her. Acting as both quarterback and cheerleader,
there was no project too big or too small to tackle
in an effort to expand our scope and honor our
mission.”
Ted Gamlem, CCC’s Trail Committee Chair and
Board Member, says: “She’s a person with more
connections than anyone else I’ve known. Any
room we’ve been in together it’s always a surprise
if she doesn’t know everybody there – at whatever
level or whatever agency ... She’s been the best
thing to ever happen to the Conservancy. Over the
past seven years, with Betsy’s help, the organization has seen the greatest change in its history.”

HELLO TO CY

CCC’S new Education &
Community Outreach Coordinator
Cy Philbrick is grateful and excited to be part of
the CCC family. Past experiences as a journalist
and educator have taught him how to ask questions and create opportunities to learn. Cy has also
worked in a variety of communications and consulting roles to help businesses, agencies, and the
public make decisions that consider both environmental and economic impacts.
The CCC community is saddened and honored
to say goodbye to Betsy Bloomfield, who served
as CCC’s longtime Executive Director and then as
Conservation Director. Betsy is retiring, though
she’s wisely not calling it a retirement. In her
words: “It’s a realignment!” As a small token of
thanks to Betsy, here are a few words from friends
and colleagues who have worked with her over
the last decade.

He joined CCC to strengthen the organization’s
educational programming, to deepen local investment in public spaces, and to continue to learn
about the wonders of the natural world. A native
of wetter climates than the Yakima Valley, he’s
embracing the sun and the ecology of the shrubsteppe.
When not outside, Cy can be found watching soccer or buried in books.

STEWARDSHIP NEWS
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WHAT STEWARDSHIP MEANS
by Betsy Bloomfield | Conservation Director

Having seen the term stewardship many times,
have you ever wondered what we mean by it? It’s
a term that is used so broadly that it’s become
generic, and can refer to actions as diverse as
“stewarding” your retirement portfolio to “stewarding” your health and wellness outcomes. We use
the term in its more traditional meaning, which
roughly translates to managing the correct balance
between human caused changes and the health of
the native habitat entrusted to us.
In shrub-steppe, the human caused changes that
are the most labor intensive to manage are introduced weed species, like scotch thistle, knapweed and cheat grass. Many of you have probably
encountered our Land Steward, Ted Clausing, out
on our lands, and most likely he was wearing a
backpack sprayer working on scotch thistle control. Keeping weedy species at bay is the first half
of the “balance” we seek, and our Land Steward
and Stewardship volunteers work incredibly hard
at this ongoing task. Keep in mind the term “introduced weed species.” This was not a one-time
event in history – weed species are constantly
being introduced to our lands, highlighting the
importance of staying on trails. Your shoes, your
clothing, and your pets’ fur and feces carry the
seeds that tip the balance in the wrong direction.
Managing weeds along trails is far less labor intensive and much kinder to the habitat.
The second half of land stewardship is to make
sure that native species are replacing weedy ones,
and that the habitat is in relatively good shape
overall. This requires a different set of skills, including a working knowledge of shrub-steppe ecology to assess how the habitat is doing. Our Milkweed for Monarchs Project is an example of how
we’re working to restore plant species important
to pollinators that have been historically removed
from the landscape. Milkweed is a requirement for
Monarch survival, but is also important to bumble-

bees, another important species that is in trouble
around the country.

Native bumblebee nectaring on echinacea.
We consider it a big win when we can combine
both sides of the stewardship equation in one
task, and we scored a great big win with our project to plant native grass seed pre-coated with
a bacteria to reduce cheat grass. We learned of
this new technique through our colleague Kathy
Sample of Central Washington Lands Restoration
Services. Cheat grass is the most widespread and
dangerous of the invasive species throughout
the west – it chokes out native grass and fuels
the most damaging wild fires. All the traditional
methods to control it are limited at best, so we’re
thrilled to be among the early adopters to plant
these “seed inoculators.” The cheat grass-killing
bacteria migrates through the soil and latches on
to cheat grass roots, weakening the plants enough
to let the native grasses win the competition for
nutrients, sun, and water over time. We have done
the first treatment using just the bacteria at Snow
Mountain Ranch in the meadows around the parking area, and will be planting the treated native
grass seed later this fall.
Stay tuned as we report on all the work we do
to manage the correct balance between human
caused changes and the health of the native habitat entrusted to us.

ON THE TRAIL

A SHORT NOTE
ABOUT DOGS
We love dogs. They’re often the best hiking buddies we’ve got. They’re as grateful as we are for
exercise and wild spaces – maybe more. And we
want to keep it that way.
If you’re a dog owner, you
can help by following and
promoting three simple
rules. These rules exist to
protect our lands, people,
wildlife, and other dogs.
Following them increases everyone’s safety and
comfort on the trail.
1. Clean up after your
dog. This means packing up your dog’s waste.
Pet waste must be revoved from our trails and
trailheads to keep the environment clean and
healthy.
2. Consider other people. Please be sensitive to
others who may be uncomfortable around a dog
they do not know. Dogs must be leashed while
in parking lots and at busy trailheads. Dogs must
be on the trail and on leashes or at the sides of
their their owners at all times.
3. Consider other dogs. Like other people, other
dogs may not be comfortable around your dog,
as friendly as you think he/she is. Please keep
your dog leashed in parking lots, trailheads, and
during encounters with other dogs or people.
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TRAILS UPDATE

by Ted Gamlem | Trails Committtee Chair

CCC’s Trails Committee volunteers have to be
some of the best in the State! This dedicated group
plans a very ambitious array of projects each year
to maintain and improve the many miles of trails
on CCC property.
The South Rim Trail (SRT) in the Cowiche Canyon
Uplands is becoming a feature trail for that area.
Running from the Scenic parking lot to the west
end of Cowiche Canyon, the SRT provides almost
three miles of magnificent views of the Canyon.
The trail passes through both CCC and BLM lands,
and provides an east-west route around the large
tract of private land which occupies much of the
Uplands. Trail construction began on CCC property
in earnest last year and has developed nicely. The
SRT now provides a great place for both hikers and
mountain bikers to enjoy the beauty of Cowiche
Canyon. Volunteers will begin adding navigation
signs to the route to give trail users more confidence to go out and enjoy it.

ON THE TRAIL
The Cowiche Mountain East Trail re-route has
been a major focus for the year. The redesign of
the route was undertaken because of the significant and continuous habitat damage being caused
by the original trail which became a deeply eroded
waterway. Our dedicated Trails Committee volunteers have become very adept at trail design and
undertook this 2.2-mile trail segment in stride.
This trail is the eastern route from the Ditch Bank
Trail to the Cowiche Mountain Summit. Beginning
in March, the project began with joint Stewardship/Trails Committee meetings to explore the objectives of a trail re-route. Both committees were
involved because of special concern for habitat
protection. In March, a joint scouting group decided that the trail should stay on the same ridge, but
be moved toward the east on the ridge to avoid
the sensitive lithosol soil that is so easily damaged.
The design generally followed the contour lines in
deeper less-sensitive soil with a gentle downward
slope to avoid becoming a destructive channel for
water. After many field sessions pin-flagging and
ribbon-marking the route with different groups of
our talented trail volunteers, a route was established that all could agree on.
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The next stage was a remarkably difficult one.
Picture yourself edging your lawn with your
weed-eater. Now picture our over-sized weed-eaters being used to do that for 2.2 miles! I was right
about the extraordinary volunteers, wasn’t I?
A once weed-eaten trail is now visible. Additional
markers (with bright tennis ball tops) have been
added to help mark the way. Our hope is that trail
users will enjoy the new route and avoid the old
“closed” trail as well as some recently established
elk trails that cut across the East Trail. To complete
this trail project, we have begun some early restoration that will be continued through the fall.
Finally, the Trails Committee is planning work on
the Canyon’s Weikel Trailhead to make the access
to the trail easier to identify and create a more
inviting trailhead.

We need your help to make our trails safer, healthier, and more usable. If you are interested in volunteering with our Trails Committee, email info@
cowichecanyon.org.or call (509) 248-5065.

A tennis ball marks the way on the Cowiche Mountain
East Trail at Snow Mountain Ranch.
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EVENTS

Photo by David Hagen
Fall Colors Walk
Saturday, October 20, 10 am to 12 pm @Snow Mountain Ranch
Join us to experience the gorgeous colors of the changing seasons. Walks and hikes of
varying lengths are available. Trained guides will lead you around the Snow Mountain
Ranch trail system. Walks are family friendly and geared to all ages and abilities. There is no
charge to participate. Volunteers will be available to help with trail selection. Please wear
sturdy shoes and layers of clothing for variable weather. Bring sunscreen, water, binoculars, and a camera. Meet at 10 am in the Snow Mountain Ranch Parking Lot at the check-in
station.
Membership Party
Thursday, November 15, 5 pm to 7 pm, at Cowiche Canyon Kitchen
Join us for our annual Membership Party at the wonderful Cowiche Canyon Kitchen. Invest
in the work of CCC with your annual gift of membership. Renew or sign up at cowichecanyon.org or at the party. RSVP at (509) 248-5065.
Call to Artists for Pollinators: A Hero’s Life
Deadline for entries is January 15, 2019
CCC and Yakima Symphony Orchestra are collaborating for an exhibit to celebrate the
heroic lives of pollinators, who support our health, ecosystems, and economy. We are
currently seeking submissions in the following mediums: drawing, printmaking, fiber art,
painting, photography and mixed media. Find the art exhibition prospectus on our website:
cowichecanyon.org.
Winter Lecture Series
To be announced soon. Keep up with the latest CCC events on our website: cowichecanyon.org.

THANK YOU TO OUR GENEROUS SUPPORTERS
Contributions received between January 1 and September 30, 2018
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MEMBERSHIP: Rise to the Top: Faringer, Norris & Alice | Sage to Summit: Bailey, Gary & Gayle Scholl | McAdams, Scott & Frances | Rossmeissl, John & Nancy | Save an Acre: Babin, Christopher & Felicia Faringer | Lancaster,
Scott & Yami | Melhorn, Timothy & Janet Hanthorn | Pearson, Joel & Susan | Williamson, J. Holt & Sara | Land
Steward: Cascadians, The | Clark, Michelle | Mazzola, Nancy & Russ | Pavlina, Bob | Pier, Linda | Vaskas, Al |
Trail Blazer: Ames, Eirinn | Dean, Sandra & David G. Bilides | Diana, Karen | Faith, Richard | Greenberg, Barbara &
Geoffrey | Harris, Will & Julie | Hennessy, Kathy | Kisala, Robin & John | Mathison, Kathy | Neubauer, John & Joan
| Family: Backes, Krystal | Chamness, Mickie | Gavin, F. James & Eileen | Hull, Kim | Ingels, Mary | Jensen, Kevin
& Jenny | Lee, Sam & Chelsea Gudeon | Murphy, Diane | Murphy, Paulette | Olive, Keith & Katie | Shean, Mary Lou
| Vonfeld, Jack & Bev | Regular: Fayette, Louise | Griffith, Barbara & Robert | Peterson, Erwina | Phillips, Kate
| Reid, Christine & Dennis Granstrand | Richardson, Joann | Weeks, Kristine | Student/Senior: Davis, Terry A |
LaBissoniere, Ed & Denise | Lust, Darlene | Mulvey, Charley | Peelen, Wies | Speights, Michael | Monthly Donor:
Backer, Martin | Bloomfield, Betsy & Jeff Tayer | Chama, Ricardo | Gamlem, Ted | Hopkins, Celisa | Kelly, Brenda &
Jonah Christian | Knoke, Terri & Mark Mease | Moore, Linda & Leigh Anderson
CAPITAL CAMPAIGN 2016: Alegria, Brian & Buffy | DOMEX Superfresh Growers, LLC | Roy Farms, INC. | Stokes
Lawrence Velikanje Moore & Shore | The Shields Family
MAJOR GIFTS: Gilbert, Cragg & Barb Smith | C 4 CCC - Creating 4 Cowiche Canyon Conservancy
COWICHE CANYON ROCKS 2018: Allan, George & Kay | Andreotti, Patrick & Colleen | Anonymous | Antonio, Ben
& Leanne | Bacon, Bruce & Rosanne | Baldi, Jeb & Gloria | Barany, Carol | Bauerle, Roy & Joyce | Baule, John |
Berndt, Bonnie | Bird, Phil & Marilyn | Blair, Rich & Becky | Blethen, Cal & Bridget | Bloomfield, Betsy & Jeff Tayer
| Bloxom, Jack & Connie | Booth, Nancy & Sam | BORArchitecture, PLLC | Bosch, William | Boyd, Tom & Becky
Lang-Boyd | Brockway, Mike & Sheri | Brown, George | Carlson, Chris & Steve | Carskadden, Jay | Clausing, Ted &
Deborah | Cleaver, Mark | Comeau, Carolyn & James Leier | Cooney, Bette & Larry Fewkes | Cowiche Creek Brewing Company, LLC | Daza, Jesus | Dede, Tori | Dole, Jim | Dolsen, Adam | Douglas, Bill & Sally | Duren, Ron | Eglin,
Tom & Margaret | Fast, Gail Ann | Fitch, Jim & Sally | Fletcher, Evans & Carol | Forster, Chuck & Joan Jacobs | Foster,
Craig & Jennifer | Frank, WD | Franks, Tim | Fulton, Erin & Nate | Funk, Katherine & Michael Collins | Gabriel, Joe &
Nancy | Gamlem, Ted | Gaulke, Amy & Jerry | Gilbert, Cragg & Barb Smith | Gilbert, Nate & Natalie Begay | Good,
Kevin & Anne | Greenough, Charles & Lois | Grippin, Jim & Jeannie | Gunderson, Sue & Michael | Hagen, David
& Karen Wayenberg | Halverson, Fred & Marie | Hanses, Charley | Harris, Will & Julie | Heinzen, Joel & Barbara |
Hennessy, Kathy | Hertel, Jim & Jackie | Hicks, Joshua & Maddie | Highland, Nadine & Mike McCoy | Hildebrant,
Steve & Dottie | Hislop, Virginia | Holtzinger, Sara & Mark | Huefner, Greg & Lisa Wallace | Hughes-Mickel, Leanne
| Ibarguen, Talia | Johnson, Chuck & Julie | Johnson, Doug & Tanya | Johnston, Charissa & Robert | Kaplan, Jeffrey & Lisbeth | Kershaw, Skip | Kjellman, Judith | Knoke, Noel | Knox, Sam & Amber | Kobes, Gerald & Shaunna
| Kobes-Layman, Nadine | Koffler, Mark & Tess | Kruger, Steve & Lori | Kwak, Case & K.C. | Lancaster, Scott &
Yami | Lattomus, Susan | Lilley, Roland & Nicky Bocek-Lilley | Liner, Sharon & Billy | Livingston, Michael & Nancy
| Loofburrow Wetch Architects | Lust, Darlene | Lust, Nancy | Macleod, Margaret | Maier, Russell & Sara Cate |
Marquand, Ed & Mike Longyear | Matheson, Donna | Matthews, Amy | Mazzola, Nancy & Russ | McCarthy, Kevin
& Rose Anne | McCarthy, Norm & JoAnn | Miller, Dale & Victoria WangMiller | Mitchell, John & Jacynthia | Monick,
Colleda & Nathan | Monick, Duane & Kirsten | Moore, Linda & Leigh Anderson | Moshier, Laurie | Nagle, Patti F.
| Nagle-McNaughton, Elizabeth & Paul | Newman, David & Joanne | O’Halloran, Cindy | Olson, David & Linda |
Padilla, Brian & Jalynn | Parrish, Helena & Stuart | Patterson, Alan & Connie | Pearson, Joel & Susan | Peters, Doug
& Marjorie | Peterson, Erwina | Plath, Gilbert & Amanda Kennedy | Preacher, Mike & Kristin | Prentice, Andrea |
Prentice, David & Christina Carlson | Pruiett, Jeff & Patty | Quaempts, Rex | Quinn, Meghann & Kevin | Rainier Plastics, Inc. | Rankin, David & Anne | Reed, Matthew & Jenn | Richmond, Jim & Susan | Rickey, Ben & Robyn | Riehl,
Helen | Roberts, Brian & Darcie | Roberts, Carly | Robuck, Jim | Rockstrom, Ron & Diann | Roy, Liz | Roy, Michael
& Sara | Rozdilsky, Mary Lou | Schwartz, Brandy & Matt | Sell, Ron | Sevigny, Josh & Stephanie | Shields, Bill &
Julie Sissom | Simms, Roy & Barbara | Simpson, Bruce & Denali Granholm | Smith, Mike & Cheryl | Soldano, Kate
| Sorensen, Donna & Rodney | Stenehjem, J Aaron & Joy | Stenehjem, Kenneth & Mildred | Sterns, Kay | Stewart,
Angie & Jim | Stover, Ed | Strom, Siri | Sundquist, Andrew & Kate | Sundquist, Curtis & Mary | Thomas, Paul &
Marie | Thompson, Jeff & Cassandra | Tierney, Kathy & Michael Jach | Trammell, Jeff & Diane | Trotter, Christy &

THANK YOU TO OUR GENEROUS SUPPORTERS
Contributions received between January 1 and September 30, 2018
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Paul | Tweedy, Shawn & Megan | Umbarger, Virgil & Selma | Von Stubbe, William & Carol | Vornbrock, John & Paula
| Warren, Johnny & Bev | Wheeler, Brian & Holly Dunham-Wheeler | Whitmont, Andrew & Ulla | Willett, Laura |
Wyles, Michelle & Rob | Yates, Ray & Debra Kroon | Yeager, Dustin & Kim | Zeilman, Tom
COWICHE CANYON ROCKS 2018 SPONSORSHIP: Allan Bros, Inc. | AMB Tools & Equipment | Artisan Inc | Banner
Bank | Bauer Family Dental |BORArchitecture, PLLC | BT Loftus Ranches | Carpenter Ranches, LLC | Colonial Lawn
& Garden, Inc. | CubCrafters, Inc. | Kershaw Companies | Fieldstone Communities | Firman Pollen | Gilbert Orchards, Inc. | Glacier Sales, Inc. | Highway Espresso | Hurson, Tom & Merrilee | John I. Haas, Inc | Leonard Rickey
Investment Advisors PLLC | Loofburrow Wetch Architects | PacifiCorp | PayneWest Insurance | Peak Performance
Sports & Spine | RBC Wealth Management | Riehl, Doran J. D.D.S., P.S. | Roy Farms, INC | Smart Law Offices PS |
Sporthaus, Inc. | Stewart Subaru | Stokes Lawrence Velikanje Moore & Shore | The Dolsen Companies | U.S. Bank
| Valley Title Guarantee, Inc. | Vaux Shoes, Inc. | Yakima Chief Ranches fka Select Botanicals G R O U P | Yakima
Chief Hops fka YCH HOPS | Yakima Federal Savings & Loan Association | Yakima Heart Center | Yakima Valley Farm
Workers Clinic
IN CELEBRATION OF HELEN RIEHL’S BIRTHDAY: Riehl, Doran & Mary
IN HONOR OF RICK JOHNSON: Frank, WD
IN HONOR OF ANDY FRANK & GABRIELLE DAVIS’ WEDDING: Barnes, Mary | Boyd, Tom & Becky Lang-Boyd | Gilbert, Cragg & Barb Smith | Pullin, Tanya | Shaw, Cindy | Starr, Carolyn & Steven | Willett, Laura
IN HONOR OF DAVID JAMES’ MONARCH RESEARCH: Sisters School District
IN MEMORY OF BETSY FRANK: Gilbert, Cragg & Barb Smith | Pullin, Tanya | Shaw, Cindy
IN MEMORY OF DAVID ALLEN GRIFFIN: Christensen, James R. & Patsy | Faringer, Norris & Alice | Goyette, Reid &
Kathleen | McFarland, Jim & Jan | Rejniak, Stephen & Nerea | Smith, Brett A. | Smith, Kathryn
IN MEMORY OF GUY SHINN: Peterfeso, Harold & Barbara | Zirkle, JD & Joann
IN MEMORY OF CHARLOTTE KENDRICK: Dickinsen, Doris
IN MEMORY OF FEROL HOCK: Zirkle, JD & Joann
IN MEMORY OF PATSY WILLIAMS YERGEN: Lovins, Marty & Donna
SPECIAL DONATIONS: Cowiche Creek Brewing Company, LLC | Darracott, Cathy & Jo Reeves | Fremont Brewery
Company | Hazen, Stephanie & Ray Temple | Matheson, Donna | Moorman, Kimberly | Salesforce – Employee Donation match | Soldano, Kate | Tree Top Employees
SCHOOL FIELD TRIP DONATIONS: Naches Valley School District | Selah School District
WASHINGTON STATE SECRETARY OF STATE COMBINED FUND DRIVE: Hopkins, Sean | Tayer, Jeff
VOYAGE OF THE MONARCH ARTISTS: Montes de Oca, Elizabeth
IMAGES OF THE SHRUB-STEPPE ARTISTS: Alynn, Jane | Bacon, Cydney | Bailey, Gary | Bernfeld, Barry | Bjorneby,
Ladd | Bloomfield, Betsy | Bowker, Ann | Bullis, Larry | Carskadden, Jay | Cate, Sara | Cox, Sharon Azhderran |
Crocker, Janice | Deluga, Kristin | Eckman, Joan | Faulkner, Kathleen | Fisher, Bob | Frank, WD | Gabriel, Nancy |
Grimshaw, Susan | Hagen, David | Johnson, Doug | Kane, John | Lawrence, Sara | Leek, Randal | Legatt, James Alexander | Lovins, Marty | Lowary, Susann | Matson, Amy | Montes de Oca, Elizabeth | Nelson, Carolyn | Newstead,
Carmela | Perrault, Kathleen | Prout, Jackie | Quint, Karen | Reynolds, Jeffrey | Roberts, Darcie | Rozdilsky, Mary
Lou | Scholl, Gayle | Sundlee, Debbie | Swart, Joyce | Tayer, Delma | Jach, Michael | Tutsch, Ulrich | Valderhaug,
Lucy | Wyles, Michelle
SPECIAL THANKS: Bale Breaker Brewing Co. | Jay Carskadden Design | Yakima Valley College | Cowiche Creek
Brewing Co. | Gilbert Cellars | Inklings Bookshop | Yakima Herald Republic
We make every effort to acknowledge all of our donors accurately. If we have listed any names incorrectly or failed
to list you in this issue, we apologize and want to correct our mistakes.
Please contact us at (509) 248-5065 with corrections. Thank you!

The mission of Cowiche Canyon Conservancy
is to protect our shrub-steppe
and connect people to this vanishing landscape.

COWICHE CANYON
CONSERVANCY
P.O. Box 877
Yakima, WA 98907
Phone: 509-248-5065
Fax: 509-248-5065
info@cowichecanyon.org

STAFF AND SUPPORT

Celisa Hopkins, Executive Director
Betsy Bloomfield, Conservation Director
Cindy Dunbar, Operations Support
Ted Clausing, Land Steward
Cyrus Philbrick, Education and
Community Outreach Coordinator

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Cal Blethen, President
Ted Gamlem, Past President
Nate Gilbert, Vice President
Betsy Nagle-McNaughton, Secretary
Bill Bosch, Treasurer
Leigh Anderson
Tim Franks
Nate Fulton
Talia Ibargüen
Lisbeth Kaplan
Amy Matthews
Colleda Monick
Mike Preacher
Matt Tweedy
Vicki WangMiller
Tom Zeilman

Your membership donation
supports the lands you love.

MEMBERSHIP
INFORMATION

Student/Senior..........................$25
Regular Member.......................$35
Family.........................................$50
Trail Blazer...............................$100
Land Steward..........................$125
Save an Acre............................$250
Sage to Summit.......................$500
Rise to the Top Club.............$1000

To join as a member, or
become part of our Monthly
Giving Program: Go to
cowichecanyon.org and click
Donate
Or mail your contribution to:
Cowiche Canyon Conservancy
P.O. Box 877 | Yakima, WA
98907
cowichecanyon.org
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